A Learning Automaton is an automaton that interacts with a random environment, having as its oal the task of learning the optimal action based on its acquirefexperience. Many learning automata have been proposed, with the class of Estimator Algorithms being among the fastest ones. Thathachar and Sastry [23] , through the Pursuit Algorithm, introduced the concept of learning algorithms that pursue the current o timal action, following a Reward-Penalty learning philosophy. Eater, Oommen and LanctBt [16] extended the Pursuit Algonthm into the discretized world by presenting the Discretized Pursuit Algorithm, based on a Reward-Inaction learning phloso hy In t h s paper, we argue that the Reward-Penalty and l !ew&d-Inaction learning paradigms in conjunction with the continuous and discrete models of computation lead to four versions of Pursuit Learning Automata. We contend that a scheme that merges the Pursuit concept with the most recent response of the Environment permits the algorithm to utilize the LA s long-term and short-term perspectives of the Environment. In t h s aper, we present all the four resultant Pursuit algorithms, an8 also present a quantitative com arison between them. Although the present comparison is sol ! l y based on rigorous experimental results, we are current1 investigating a formal convergence analysis of the various scKemes.
TNTRODUCTION
The goal of many intelligent problem-solvin systems is to be able to make decisions without a complete inowledge of the consequences of the various choices avalable. In order for a system to perform well under conditions of uncertainty, it has to be able to acquire some knowledge about the consequences of different choices. This acquisition of the relevant knowled e can be expressed as a learning roblem In the quest to solve tie learning problem, Tsetlin, a 8ussian mathematician, created in 1961 a new model of computer learnin which is now called a Learning Automaton (LA), The goal o k u c h an automaton i s to determine the optimal action out of a set of allowable actions, where the o timal action is defined as the action that maximizes the probabihy of bein rewarded. The functionality of the learning automaton can %e described in terms of a sequence ,of repetitive feedback cycles in which the automaton interacts with the environment. During a cycle, the automaton chooses an action, which triggers a response from the environment, a response that can be either a reward or a penalty. The automaton uses this response and the knowledge ac uired in the past actions to determine which is the next action. %y learning to choose the optimal action, the automaton adapts itself to the environment.
Learning automata have found applications in systems that posses incomplete knowledge about the environment in which they operate, such as game playing [l] , [2] , [3] , pattern recognition [lo] , [20] , object partitioning [17] , [18] . They also have been applied to systems that have time varying environments, such as telephony routin [ 113, [12] , and priority assignments in a queuing system 171. ?he vaneties of learning automata and their ap lications have been reviewed b Lakshmivarah? [2] , a n i by Narendra and Thathachar [9{ Consequently, in this paper only a bnef classification will be presented.
In the first LA designs, the transition and the output functions were time invariant, and for this reason these LA were considered "fixed structure" automata. Tsetlin, Krylov, and Krinsky [24] , [25] presented notable examples of this ty e of automata. Later, Varshavskii and Vorontsova in [26] introfuced a class of stochastic automata known in literature as Variable Structure Stochastic Automata (VSSA). These automata are characterized by the fact that the state transition probabilities or the action selecting probabilities "e, updated with time. For such an automaton, there is a bi-directional correspondence between the set of states and the set of actions of the automaton, each state corresponding to a particular action. Conse uentl the set of states becomes redundant in the definition of agVssK:
and hence, the learnin automaton is completely defined by a set of actions (which is tlfe output of the automata), a set of inputs (whch IS usually the response of the environment) and a learning algorithm T. The learning algorithm operates on a probability vector P(t) '[P,(t),. ' . ,P,(t)lT, where p,(t) (i = 1,. ..,r) is the probability that the automaton will select the action al at the time t: p,(t)=Pr[a(t)= ad, i=l,.. .,r, and it satisfies, r i=l pi (t) = 1 for all 't'.
This vector is known in the literature as the Action Probability vector. Moreover, VSSA are completely defined b a set of action probability updating rules operating on tie action probabi ity vector P(t) [2] , [4] , [9] .
Definition 1: A Variable Structure Stochastic Automaton (VSSA) is a 4-tuple <A,B,T,P>, where A is the set of actions, B is the set of inputs of the automaton (the set of outputs of the environment), and T: [O, l] 'xAxB+[O, 11' is an updating scheme such that P(t+l) = T(P(t), a(t), P(t)), (1) where P(t) is the Action Probability vector defined above, a(t) is the action chosen at time 't', and P(t), is the response it has obtained.
In general, FSSA and the VSSA can be analyzed using the theory of Markov chains. For the VSSA, if the ma ping T is independent of time, the probability P(t+l) is Betermined completely b P t), which implies that (P(t)),& is a discretehomogenous h 6 o v process. From this erspective, different ma pings, T, can identify different types oPlearning algorithms. If tie mappin T is chosen in such a manner that the Markov process has a%sorbing states, the al orithm is referred to as absorbing algorithm. Families o f VlSA that posses absorbing barriers have been studied in [4] , [SI, [lo] . Er odic VSSA have also been investigated [2] , [lo] , [13] . .These $SSA converge in distribution and thus the asymptotic distnbution of the action probability vector has a value that is independent of the corresponding initial vector. Because of this independence property, the er odic VSSA are suitable for non-station environments. 4n station? environments, automata w% absorbing barriers may be pre erred because they can be made to converge to the optimal action with a probability as close to unity as desired.
In practice, the relatively slow rate of convergence of these algorithms constituted a limiting factor in their ap licability. In order to increase their speed of convergence, t l ! e concept of discretizing the probability space was introduced in [21] . This concept is implemented by restrictin the probability of choosin an action to a finite number ofvalues.in the interval [0, 1] . If the values allowed are equally spaced in this interval, the discretization is said to be linear, otherwise, the discretization is called non-linear. Following the discretization conce t many of the continuous VSSA have been discretized; indeeg, ' various discrete automata have been presented in literature [I3], 1151. In the uest to design faster converging learning algorithms, Thathacxar and Sastry [22] opened another avenue by, introducing a new class of al orithms, called "Estimator Algorithms. The main feature ofthese al orithms is that the mamtain running estimates for the rewart probability of eaci possible action, and use them in the probability updating equations. Typically, in the first ste of the functional cycle the automaton chooses an action and t l ! e environment generates a response to this action. Based on this res onse, the estimator algorithm updates the estimate of the rewarlprobabili for that action. The change in the action probability vector isfased on both the running estimates of the reward probabilities, and on the feedback received from the environment. A detailed descri tion of the estimator algorithms can be found in [SI, [6] , [161, &! I , 1231. Contribution of this paper Pursuit algorithms are a subset of the estimator algorithms. As their names suggest, these algorithms are characterized b the fact that the action probability vector "pursues" the action x a t is currently estimated to be the optimal action. This is achieved by increasing the robability of the action whose current estimate of being rewardegis maximal [16] , [23] .
The estimator al orithms presented until now update the robability vector b(t) based on the long-term properties of the Environment, and no consideration is iven to a short-term perspective. In contrast, the VSSA and h e FSSA rely only on the short-term (most recent res onses) pro erties of the Environment for updating the probagility vector Rt). Besides these methods of incorporating the acquired knowledge into the probability vector, another important characteristic of the learning automata is represented by the philosophy of the learning aradigm. For exam le, by giving more importance to rewards &an to penalties in &e probability U dating rules, the learning automata can considerably im rove heir conver ence pro erties. In the case of the linear scgemes of the VSS! , by up&ting the probability vector P(t) only if the environment rewarded the chosen action, the linear scheme L, became Eoptimal, whereas the symmetric linear Reward-Penalty scheme, L , is at most expedient. Also, by considerably increasing the d u e of probability changes on reward in comparison to changes made on penalty, yields a resultant linear scheme, the LR.Ep, which is E-o timal. The same behavior can be observed in the case of the k S A . The difference between the Krinsky automaton and the Tsetlin automaton is that the Krinsky automaton ives more importance to the rewards than to the penalties. #is modification improves the performance of the Krinsky automaton, making it E-optimal in all stationary environments, whereas the Tsetlin automaton is E-optimal only in the environments where min{c,,c,) < 0.5 [24] .
In this paper, we argue that the automaton can model the long term behaviour of the Environment by maintaining runnin estimates of the reward probabilities. Additionally, we conten8 that the short term perspective of the Environment is also valuable, and we maintain that this information resides in the most recent responses that are obtamed by the automaton. The paper presents schemes b which both the short-term and Zon term perspectives of the l&vironment can be incorporated in tl% learning rocess ,-the long term information crystallized in terms of &e running reward-probability estimates, and the short term information used by considering the whether the most recent response was a reward or a enalty. Thus, when shortterm perspectives are considered, t l ! e Reward-Inaction and the Reward-Penalty learning paradigms become pertinent in the context of the estimator algorithms. The Pursuit al orithm presented by Thathachar and Sastry in [23 consideref only the long-term estimates in the probability updating rules., Later, Oonupen and Lanct? [16] presented a discretized version of a Pursuit algonthm whch considered both the short-term and the long-term perspectives and embraced the Reward-Znaction learning paradigm. In this paper, we shall present these two Pursuit algorithms and new versions of Pursuit algorithms,, which ,basically emer e from the combination of these learning "phlosophes" a n t paradigms. Also, based on experimental results, a comparison of the rate of convergence of these algonthms will be presented.
PURSUIT ALGORITHMS
In this section we shall describe the two existing Pursuit algorithms, a continuous version introduced b Thathachar and Sastry and a discretized version, presented gy Oommen and LanctBt.
The Continuous Pursuit Reward-Penalty (CP,,) Algorithm The pioneering Pursuit algorithm, the Continuous Pursuit algorithm, was introduced by Thathachar and Sastry [23] . We present it here in all brevity. A s alluded to earlier, the algorithm is based on the lon term estimates. In other words, it did not take into account t i ! ; short term information (the most recent response), and thus modified the action probability vector at every time instant, yielding a Pursuit algorithm operating on a Reward-Penalty learning paradi m For this reason, we shall refer to it as the Continuous krsuit Reward-Penalty (CP ) algorithm. The CP, algorithm involves three steps [23] . Tffe first step consists of choosin an action a(t) based on the probability distribution P(t). Waether the automaton is rewarded of penalized, the second step is to increase the component of P(t) whose reward estimate is maximal (the current optimal action), and to decrease the probability of all the other actions. Vectonally, the probability updating rules can be expressed as follows:
where e is the action which is currently estimated to be the "best" aztion.
This equation shows that the action probability vector P(t) is moved in the direction of the action with the current maximal reward estimate. The last step is to update the running estimates for the probability o being rewarded. For calculating the vector with the reward estimates denoted by d(t), two more vectors are iptroduced: W(t) and Z(t), where Z (t) is the number of times the 1 action has been chosen and Wit) is the number of times the action a has been rewarded. Formally, the algorithm can be described as follows.
ALGORITHM CP,, Parameters
h the speed of learning arameter , where O<h<l. m index of the maximafcomponent of the reward estimate vector i=l,..,r e V?.(t) rekarded up to time t, for I S r. Z,(t) chosen up to time t, for 1 Si5 r.
Method
Initialize pi(t)=l/r, for l S i 3 Initialize d( t) by choosing each action a small number of times.
unit r-vector with 1 in the,m" coordinate the number of times the i " action has been the number of times the ia action has been
Repeat N -1062
Step 1: At time t pick a(t) according to probability distribution P(t). Let a(t)= ai. .
Step 2: If a is the action with the current hghest reward estimate, upJate P(t) as :
Step 3: Update d( t) according to the following equations for the action chosen:
The CP algorithm is similar in desi n to the L algorithm,,in the sen% that both algorithms mod?fy the a c t h probability vector P(t) if the response from @e environment is a reward or a penalty. The difference occurs in the way they a proach the solution; whereas the L algorithm moves P(t) in t1e direction of the most recently rewsded action or in the direction of all the actions not enalized, the CP al orithm moves P(t) in the direction of {e action which haythekghest reward estimate.
Thathachar and Sastry in [23] proved that this al orithm is Eoptimal in any stationary random environment. In &e context of this paper, we shall mere1 outline the roof of the convergence of this al onthm. Indeel they proveathe convergence in two stages. first, they showed that using a sufficiently small value for the learning parameter h, all actions are chosen enough number of times so that &(t) will remain the maximum element of the estimate vectord(t) after a finite time. This is stated in Theorem 1 below. 
Then pm(t) +I with probability 1 as t+-.
Sketch of Proof: To prove this result, we define the following the interval:
Using the assumptions of the theorem, this quantity becomes:
Ap,,, (t) = h(1-p,,, (t)) t 0, for all t 2 to , which implies that p,(t) is a submartingale. By the submartingale convergence theorem [9], bm (t)]t2t, converges as t -+ -, E[p,,,(t + 1) -pm(t) I Q ( t ) ] e O with probability 1.
+ * *
Hence, p,(t)-+l with probability 1.
The final theorem that shows the &-optimal convergence of the CP, algorithm can be stated as: The differences between the discrete and congnuous. versions of the Pursuit algonthms occur only in the updatin rules for the action probabilities, the second step of the &orithm. The discrete Pursuit algorithms make changes to the probability vector P(t) in discrete steps, whereas the continuous versions use a continuous function to update P(t).
In the DP algorithm, when an action is rewarded, all the actions that do no? correspond to the highest estimate are decreased by a ste A, where A=l/rN, and N is a resolution parameter. In order to Keep the sum of the components of the vector P(t) equal to unity, the probability of the action with the highest estimate has to be increased by an integral multiple of the smallest step size A. When the action chosen is penalized, there is no U date in the action probabilities, and it is thus of the Reward-fnaction paradi m This, in principle, fully describes the algorithm, given for&dly below. Step 1: At time t pick a(t) according to probability distribution P(t). Let a(t)= a . Step 3: Update d(t) exactly as in the CP, Algorithm E n d R e eat END AEGORITHM DP,, Oommen and LanctBt proved that this algorithm satisfies both the properties of moderation and monotonically [16] required for any discretized "Estimator" algorithm to converge. They also showed that the algorithm is &-optimal in every stationary random environment. The roof of the convergence of this al orithm follows the same trenf as the roof for the Pursuit 8 P algorithm, with the necessary &&stments made to acTommodate for the discretization of the probability space [0,1]. Thus, Oommen and LanctBt proved that if the r n l h action is rewarded more than any action from time t onward then the action probability vector for the DP will con;erge to the unit vector em These results are stated b%ow.
Theorem 4: Suppose there exists an index rn and a time instant to<-such that 2, (t) > 2, (t) for all j such that j#m and all t2to.
Then there exists an integer No such that for all resolution parameters N>No, pm(t)-+l with probability 1 as t+-.
Sketch of Proof: The proof for this theorem aims to show that (Pm(t)}t,to is a submartingale satisfying supEUp,(t) I]<-.
Then, based on the submartingale c o n v e r g c e theorem [9] (Pm(t)}t,to converges, and so,
Indeed, the authors of [16] showed that EbmCt + 1) IQ(t)YPm(t) *lI=pm(t) +dmctA 1 where c, is an integral, bounded by 0 and r, such that p m ( t + l ) = p m ( t ) + c t A . Thus, Eb, (t + 1) -pm (t) I Q(t)]= dmc,A 2 0 , for all t2t,, implying that p (t) is a submartingale. From the submartingale convergence themorem they infer that d c A 4 0 with probability 1. This in turn implies that c,+O W . P .~~: and consequently, that ~max(pj(t)-A,O)+Ow.p. l.Hencepm(t)+l w.p. 1.
j t m
The next step in provin the convergence of this algorithm is to show that usin a sufkciently large value for the resolution parameter N, alfactions are chosen enough number of times so that z m ( t ) will remain the maximum element of the estimate vector i ( t ) after a finite time. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of the Theorem *** 1, and can be found in [16] .
These two theorems lead to the result that the DP, scheme is Eoptimal in all stationary random environments. Step 1: At time t pick a(t) according to probability distribution P(t). Let a(t)= a, ,
Step 2: If a is the action with the current highest reward estimate, upaate P(t) as :
, W,(t), Zit) : Same as in the CP, algorithm.
Repeat
If B(t)=O Then . . . The proof for this theorem is very similar to the proof for the Theorem 1, and so we omit the details here. Furthermore, it can time t] > 1-6, for all t 2 to, * * * Iv-1064 be shown (Theorem 7) that if there is an action a , for which the reward estimate remains maximal after a fin7te number of iterations, then the mlh com onent of the action vector converges in probabsity to 1. Finally, f l l~k~~t~ expresses the E-optimality conver ence for the CP al orithm, and can be easily deducted from tie two revious Fesu8s. The y o f of these theorems is remarkable simipar to that of Theorem and 3, and is omitted.
Theorem 7:
Suppose that there exists an index m and a time instant t(,< m such that i m ( t ) > i j ( t ) , (Vj) j+ m,(vt)t > t o .
Then p_(t)+l with probability 1 as t -+ m.
* * * Theorem 8: For the CP, algorithm, in every stationary random environment, there exists a A* >O and t,>O, such that for all k (0, A') and for any 8~ (0, 1) and any &E (0, l),
The Discretized Pursuit Reward-Penalty (DP, ) Algorithm By combining the strateg of discretizing the probability space and the Reward-Penalty Lamin paradigm in the context of a Pursuit Jhilosophy", we s h d present another version of discrete ursuit algorithm, denoted by DP above. As any discrete algorithm, the DP algorithm ma& changes to the action probability vector inRPdiscrete steps. If N is a resolution parameter, the quantity that the components of P(t) can change by is given b multiples of A, where A=llrN, r is the number of actions and d i s a resolution parameter. Formally, the algorithm can be expressed as follows.
ALGORITHM DP,, Parameters
Method m, Wi(t), Zi(t), N and A : Same as in the DP, algorithm.
Initialize pi(t)=l/r, for 1 4 9 Initialize d(t) by choosing each action a small number of times.
Step 1: At time t pick a(t) according to probability distribution PW. Let aW= CL
Repeat
Stkp 2: Updaie P(t) accordirig to the following equations: If p,(t)#l Then pj(t+l)=rnaxb,(t)-A,O) j#m pm(t + 1 ) = 1 -C P j ( t + I )
i#m
Step 3: Update d(ti exactly as in the DP, Algorithm EndRe eat END AEGORITHM DP,, Just as in the case of the DP, algorithm, we can show that DP, algorithm is &-optimal in every stationary environment. The proof is very simlar to the proof for convergence of the. DP, and is omitted to avoid repetition and in the interest of brevity.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Having introduced the various possible forms of continuous and discretized Pursuit algorithms, we shall now compare them experimentally. Indeed, in order to compare their relative performances, we performed simulations to accurately characterize their respective rates of convergence. In all the tests performed, an al onthm was considered to have conver ed if the probability ofchoosing an action was greater or equ3 to a threshold T (O<TSl). If the automaton converged to the best action (i.e., the one with the highest probability of being rewarded), it was considered to have converged correctly.
Before com aring the performance of the automata, innumerable multipre tests were executed to determine the "best" value of, the res ective learning arameters for each individual algonthm. d e value was recgoned as the "best" value if it yielded the fastest convergence and the automaton converged to the correct action in a sequence of NE experiments. These best parameters were then chosen as the final parameter values used for the respective algorithms to compare their rates of convergence1. or exam le, tie learning parameter (N) for DP al orithm in the (0.8 $6) environment, when T=0.999 and N$=75%, exhibits a variance coefficient of 0.0706893, which represents a much smaller variance. Therefore, in this pa er the simulation results for T=0.999 and NE equal to 500 and $50 experiments shall be presented.
The simulations were performed for different existing benchmark environments with two and ten actions. These environments have been used also to compare a variet of continuous and discretized schemes, and in particular the DB in [16] and to compare the performance of the CP against ober traditional VSSA in [23] . Furthermore, to keepRPthe conditions identical, each estimator algorithm sampled all actions 10 times each in order to initialize the estimate vector. These extra iterations are also included in the results presented in the following tables. Table 1 and  Table 2 contain the simulation results for these four al orithms in two action environments. The robability of rewartfor one action was fixed at 0.8 for all sirnufations and the probability of reward for the second action was increased from 0.5 to 0.72, In each case, the reported results correspond to the results obtamed using the above-described "best" parameter.
The reader will observe that there is a considerable difference between the results presented here and the results presented in [23] . In [23] , the parameter chosen was the one which gave correct convergence in 25 parallel experiments. However, on testing the CP for 1000 ex eriments, it was observed that it yielded only Sy% accuracy. rhus, in the case of the CP, what we seek is the largest garameter, A, which yields correct conver ence in all t e 7 0 and 500 experiments respectively. S i m i d y , in the case of the DP we seek the smallest inte er parameter, N, which yields corrgt convergence in all the h 0 and 500 experiments respectively. * When the reward probability for the second action is, less than 0.5, the iterations required for convergence, after $e initial 20, is very small (between 3 and lo), and do not e m t meaningful com anson. They are thus ormtted from the Able 1 and Tabl! 2. Table 4 : Comparison of the Pursuit algorithms in ten-action benchmark environments for which exact convergence was required in 500 experiments. The Action Reward probabilities are the same as in Table 3 .
The simulations suggest that as the difference in the reward probabilities decreases (i.e., as the environment gets more difficult to learn from), the Discretized Pursuit algorithms exhibit a performance superior to ,the Continuous algorithms. Also,. companng the Pursuit algonthms based on the RewardInaction jaradigm with the Pursuit algorithms based on the Reward-enalty aradigm, one can notice that, in general, the Pursuit Reward-fiaction algorithms are up to 30% faster than the Reward-Penalty Pursuit algonthms. For example, when d =0.8 and d =0.6, the DP conver es to the correct action in an a;erage of 1b5 iterations,,and the%P, algorithm converges in an average of 118 iterations. In the same environment, the CP, algorithm takes an average of 198 iterations and the CP,
The number of iterations presented in these tables are rounded to the nearest integer. requires 258 iterations, indicating that it is about 30% slower than the CP, algorithm. To render the suite complete, similar experiments were also Frformed in the benchmark ten-action environments [16], [23] .
he, following table presents the results obtamed in these environments. As in the previous two-action environments, in ten-action environments, the DP algorithm proved to have the best performance, convergint to the correct action almost 25% faster than the DP algorithm, and almost 50% faster than the, CP, algorithm. #we analyze the behavior of these automata in the first environment, EA, when NE=750, the avera e number of iterations required by the DP to converge is 753, whereas the DP, requires 1126, which &plies that the DP, , algorithm is almost 30% faster than the DP . In the same environment, the CP requires an avera e of 12% iterations for conver ence and the%P requires 242f.which shows that the CP is ?O% faster than Cp,, and the DP, is almost 70% faster than b e CP,. Indeed, if we compare the algorithms quantitatively, we observe that the discretized versions are up to 30% faster than their continuous counterparts. Furthermore, if we com are the Reward-Inaction Pursuit al orithms a ainst the RewqlPenalty algorithms, we see that tie Rewari-Inaction al onthms are superior in the rate of convergence, being up to 25% faster than their Reward-Penalty counterparts. Although it is clear that these comparative results are based on1 on the experimental results obtained from simulations, we believe that these results characterize the roperties of the algorithms studied. A formal convergence ana&& of the vanous schemes is currently being done.
CONCLUSION
Over the last decade man new families of learnin automata have emer ed, with'the class of Estimator A1 oritfuns being among the fastest ones. Thathachar and Sastry &3], through the Pursuit Algorithm, introduced the concept of algorithms that purslte the current optimal action, following a Reward-Penalty earning philosophy. Later, O o v e n and LanctBt 161 extended the Pursuit A1 orithm into the discretized world by presenting the Discretizecf Pursuit Algorithm, based on a Reward-Znaction learning hilosophy. In this pa er, we argued that a scheme that merges tfe Pursuit concept wi& the most recent response of the Environment permits the algorithm to utilize the LA s long-term and short-term ers ectives of the Environment. Thus, we have demonstrated tl?at t i e combination of the Reward-Penalt and Reward-Inaction learning paradi ms in conjunction wit{ the continuous and discrete models oFcomputation, can lead to four versions of Pursuit Learning Automata. In this paper, we presented them all, (DP,, DP,, CP , CP,) and also resented a uantitative comparison between &em. Overall, t l ! e Discrete &suit Reward-Inaction algorithm surpasses the performance of all the other versions of Pursuit. algonthms. Also, the RewardInaction schemes are supenor to their Reward-Penalty counterparts.
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